Transparency
International Fiji
is an
independent, non
-government and
non-partisan
organisation
dedicated to
promoting a
culture of zero
corruption. We
are one of 90
local chapters of
TI, based in
Berlin, Germany.

Say YES to Integrity and NO to
Corruption!

With a vision to free Fiji from corruption in the private sector
and public sector, civil society and the daily lives of our people,
we promote the values of transparency, accountability, integrity,
courage, justice, democracy, peace and stability.
relating to forest management and timber trade
systems.
Our ALAC programme
provides free legal advice
and assistance for witnesses and victims of
corruption who have exhausted all means of get- We conduct lectures and
trainings on topics related
ting help.
to corruption and emphaise on values needed to
combat it.

Our civic education outreach enhances our citizens’ knowledge and skills
for their effective partici- We collaborate with
pation in the family, com- stakeholders, civil society
organisations and interest
munity and country.
groups in forums, trainings, workshops, lectures,
and seminars to learn
from others and share
our unique experiences,
knowledge and skills.
Our Open Budget Initiative
(OBI) allows for the independent and comparative
measure the level of accountability of our Government Budget.
Our Forestry Project
helps forestry stakeholders dialogue and have
access to sound tools

We create awareness,
inform and promote our
work through the media,
products and methodologies.

We attend overseas international conferences to
keep abreast with the
latest trends and tools
used in the fight against
corruption and share
these experiences.
We believe that with everyone’s effort we can
eradicate corruption and
champion the values of
integrity, accountability
and transparency.

We conduct a wide range
of annual international
researches and publish
reports on them. These
are used for analysis to
help influence policies,
especially those that relate to good governance.
TI Fiji works in partnership with the private and
public sectors and civil
society in order to fight
corruption. We believe
that together we can end
corruption.
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